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Creative Experiences For Organizations
Who Dare to Think & Act Differently

About
By cultivating idea sharing through creativity, everyone has a chance to have
their voice heard. This is the foundation of Van Lai-DuMone’s work as the
founder of worksmart, a progressive team and leadership development
consultancy that activates creativity and experiential learning to enrich
company culture and skyrocket performance.
Born in Vietnam and raised in Southern California, after her family fled Vietnam
as war refugees, Van watched her parents pave a new life for themselves. She
saw first hand how creative thinking, innovation, and curiosity can help people
overcome their circumstances.
In her talks, she often references her mom's part in the founding of the
Vietnamese nail industry. An industry born through the unlikely teaming up of a
Hollywood movie star and 20 Vietnamese women at a refugee camp in 1975; a
story that touches on lessons of compassion, diversity, curiosity, and
determination.
She studied Psychology at the University of California, Santa Barbara and
earned her MBA from Pepperdine University. With over 17 years of corporate
and start-up experience, Van actively works to rewrite the way we apply
creativity in the workplace, instilling brave thinking in clients who are willing to
disrupt traditional thinking. Her clients include game changers such as Google,
LinkedIn, and MeUndies.

"Thank you for inspiring all of us to think a little differently
and embrace our creativity."
- (WE) Con 2020 Participant

Signature Topics
What if?: The Life Changing
Power of Curiosity
Innovation starts with curiosity. Are
you following yours? Discover a
framework for following curiosity that
can lead to more innovative thinking.
And start activating creative problem
solving with hands-on activiities.

Stronger Together
What sets us apart, and the sum of our
differences, not our similarities - makes us
stronger together. Through interactive &
creative exercises, uncover your unique
qualities that can create possibilities seen
and unforeseeable for yourself and others.

Don't Put Creativity in a Box

Creative Problem Solving

We are all creative. Good ideas can
come from any level of an organization.
By activating creativity through practical
tools, we level the playing field and give
everyone a voice. Imagine if you could
access all the untapped creativity in you
and your team!

Left brain analytical thinking is great, but
there's a well of untapped ideas that can't be
accessed through thinking alone. Actionable
ideas are first derived from possibilities.
Using right brain, creative thinking and
creative problem solving - we are able to
generate a deep well of possibilities.
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Not a Talk ... But an Experience
Van's talks are all interactive. Which means, get ready to participate! She brings her tools of:

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® Methods
Creative Problem Solving
Creative Artifacts (Arts and Crafts)
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www.worksmartadvantage.com

Testimonials
Our conference theme was "power to
transform" and Van's dynamic point of
view on the power of play was a perfect
fit! As a learning company, we've had
dozens of presenters in the past who've
spoken on a variety of topics but Van
really stands out in the crowd. Her
presentation was engaging, interactive and
fun!

I was so moved by your family's story. I
had no idea that the history of the
Vietnamese Nail industry started at a
refugee camp. What an incredible piece of
history wrapped around your message
about following curiosity. Thank you for
the inspiration.

Your session and talk were so inspiring!
Thank you for sharing your story. It moved
me to tears. And your thought provoking
ideas on creative play are relevant to any
profession and business.

In a room full of Navy SEALs and Special
Operators, Van was able to quickly build
rapport and trust with this unique elite
veteran community, tap into their
innovative spirit, and help deepen neural
pathways for each individual as they all
contemplate military-to-civilian transition.

Haneen Khalaf, XPrize

- Kalia Waits-Smith, Cornerstone on Demand

- Liz Mohler, MPISCC Board Member

- Joe Lara, The Honor Foundation
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For an Interactive Experience, Book a Talk!
Van Lai-DuMone
van@worksmartadvantage.com
310.801.6858
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